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 The movie was shown at Cinema One, in a one-time showing, during the Christmas holidays of 2013. Cast Kathryn Bernardo as
Luisa Daniel Padilla as Crispin Malou de Guzman as Lissette Patrick Garcia as Paolo Synopsis Luisa and Crispin are a young

couple who is in love and engaged. Luisa is a simple girl who is kind and gullible, and falls in love with and quickly gets engaged
to Crispin, who is a lot older. When Luisa's family learns about the engagement, they're not happy about it and they insist on the
wedding being postponed. The only thing that the family can come up with is a compromise: Luisa and Crispin have to continue
to see each other, but they're not allowed to see each other alone and they can only use their last names, the Devillanes. Things
change for Luisa when she meets Paolo, a wealthy and arrogant doctor, who has a reputation of being heartless and cold. She
falls in love with him, and they spend time together. But it appears that Paolo is only interested in Luisa as a friend. Luisa's

engagement to Crispin is being held up, because her family is being held up by Crispin's family, and he's insisted that they either
can't be together or else they'll break up the engagement. Luisa's family is beginning to get tired of waiting, and so she decides
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to have a party with Paolo and a friend of hers to relieve the stress and let them know she's not giving up. At the party, Luisa
meets Lissette, a former schoolmate of hers, and she's immediately attracted to her. While Luisa is being intimate with Paolo,

Lissette comes to say hello and ends up seeing Luisa and Crispin together. Luisa's family and Crispin's family get in touch with
each other, and they decide that it's best to end the engagement. But Luisa and Crispin are not having it. They decide to be

together as a couple, and Luisa's family and Crispin's family decide to get along. Luisa is able to convince her family that it's
best that she and Crispin are together. Luisa and Crispin's families begin to spend time together, and Luisa's family begins to

like Crispin more than they did when Luisa was dating Paolo. Luisa is still 82157476af
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